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Fee Scenarios for patients covered by Medicare or Medicaid 
 

Dr. Brooks’ fees are based on the Industrial Commission of AZ (ICA) Fee Schedule 2019-2020, which are 
found on our fee policy page. Medicare patients are given a uniform discount of 33% and Medicaid 

patients are given a uniform discount of 66% from ICA rates. These discounts do not apply to Dr. Brooks’ 
Medicolegal fees. 

 
Charges vary according to the specific services rendered at a given visit. Below are common scenario 

estimates. 
 
 
NEW Patient  estimates              (ICA)    Medicare   AHCCCS 

(Medicaid) 
 
Preschool child or unusual adult encounter (~60 minutes) 

Comprehensive evaluation and management  99205-25  $376   $252    $127 
Osteopathic manipulation 5 to 6 areas   98927   $108   $072    $037 

TOTAL             $484   $324    $164 
 
Common adult encounter (~120 minutes) 

Comprehensive evaluation and management  99205-25  $376   $251    $127 
Prolonged services         99354-25  $237   $159    $081 
Neuromuscular re-education      97112   $063   $042    $021 
Osteopathic manipulation 3 to 4 areas   98926   $082   $055    $028 

TOTAL             $758   $507    $257 
 
Unusual adult encounter (~150 minutes) 

Comprehensive evaluation and management  99205-25  $376   $251    $127 
Prolonged services         99354-25  $237   $159    $081 
Prolonged services         99355-25  $180   $121    $061 
Neuromuscular re-education      97112   $063   $042    $021 
Osteopathic manipulation 7 to 8 areas   98928   $131   $088    $045 

TOTAL             $987   $661    $335 
 
ESTABLISHED Patient estimates 
 
Preschool child or unusual adult encounter (~ 25 minutes) 

Expanded evaluation and management   99213-25  $135   $090    $046 
Osteopathic manipulation 3 to 4 areas   98926   $082   $055    $028 

TOTAL             $217   $145    $074 
 
Common adult encounter (~ 35 minutes) 

Detailed evaluation and management    99214-25  $197   $132    $066 
Osteopathic manipulation 5 to 6 areas   98927   $108   $072    $037 

TOTAL             $305   $204    $103 
 
Common adult encounter (~ 50 minutes) 

Comprehensive evaluation and management  99215-25  $265   $177    $090 
Osteopathic manipulation 7 to 8 areas   98928   $131   $088    $045 

TOTAL             $396   $265    $135 
 
 
 

More example estimates for established patients continues to next page 
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ESTABLISHED Patient estimates (continued)       (ICA)    Medicare  AHCCCS 
                            (Medicaid) 
 
Unusual adult encounter (~ 60 minutes) 

Comprehensive evaluation and management  99215-25  $265   $177    $090 
Neuromuscular re-education      97112   $063   $042    $021 
Osteopathic manipulation 5 to 6 areas   98927   $108   $072    $037 

TOTAL             $435   $291    $148 
 
Very unusual adult encounter (~ 90 minutes) 

Comprehensive evaluation and management  99215-25  $265   $177    $090 
Prolonged services         99354-25  $237   $159    $081 
Neuromuscular re-education      97112   $063   $042    $021 
Osteopathic manipulation 9 to 10 areas   98929   $157   $105    $053 

TOTAL             $722   $483    $245 
 

 
 

Fees for Medicolegal services are: 
 

For written opinions: $100 per 15 minutes of Dr. Brooks’ time. 
For sworn testimony: $800 for the first hour or less of Dr. Brooks’ time including 

travel.  
$200 per 15 minutes of Dr. Brooks’ time after the first hour. 

 


